**STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT**

**ANOKA COUNTY, MINNESOTA**

**NOVEMBER 4, 2008**

---

**FEDERAL OFFICES**

- **PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT**
  - JOHN MCCAIN
  - AND SARA PALIN (Republican)

- **BARACK OBAMA**
  - AND JOE BIDEN (Democrat)

- **SYLVIA MCCONE**
  - AND ROMA CLEMENTE (Independent)

- **RÓGER CALERO**
  - AND AYLYN KEINEN (Syndicated)

- **RALPH NADER**
  - AND MATT GONZALEZ (Green)

- **ROB BARR**
  - AND WATNE A. ROOT (Libertarian)

- **JACK BALDWIN**
  - AND DARRELL CASTLE (Constitution)

---

**CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT**

- **FUTURE VOTERS CAN DECIDE TO VOTE FOR OR AGAINST THE AMENDMENT.**

---

**TOWN OFFICES**

- **TOWN SUPERVISOR**
  - SEAT B
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **PHILIP OSTERHAG**
  - MELVIN J. PFAFENDORF

- **TOWN SUPERVISOR**
  - SEAT C
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **MATT PARKER**
  - RUDI MCCURDY

- **TOWN SUPERVISOR**
  - SEAT E
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **M. J. BUDCE**
  - MARIE ROLMI

- **TOWN CLERK**
  - VOTE FOR ONE

---

**COUNTY OFFICES**

- **COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
  - DISTRICT 6
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **KEVIN RYAN**
  - RHONDA SIVARAJAH

- **SOIL 3RD WATER**
  - CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
  - DISTRICT 1
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **MARLA M. KOMEC**

- **SOIL AND WATER**
  - CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
  - DISTRICT 2
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **JIM LINDAHL**
  - KIM KÖRICH

- **SOIL AND WATER**
  - CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
  - DISTRICT 3
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **VIG L. NASS**

---

**UNIVERSITY STATES SENATOR**

- **VOTE FOR ONE**

- **DEAN BANKLEY**
  - NORM COLEMAN

- **AL FRANKEN**
  - CHARLES ALDRICH
  - JAMES MEYER

- **UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVES**
  - DISTRICT 6
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **BOB ANDERSON**
  - MICHAEL BACHMANN
  - EL TINKLEBERG

---

**STATE OFFICES**

- **STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
  - DISTRICT 52A
  - VOTE FOR ONE

- **ROB DETTMER**
  - SOULANDIA L. DELAMATINEZ

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS.**

To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) by ink only.

---

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**

*FRONT Card 22 Rights 3100;21 "Linwood, 85D 8348"*